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Essential for anyone who works with technology in the field, E-DISCOVERY is a "hands-on, how-to"

training guide that provides readers with comprehensive coverage of the technology used in

e-discovery in civil and criminal cases. From discovery identification to collection, processing,

review, production, and trial presentation, this practical text covers everything the reader needs to

know about e-discovery, including the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Federal Rules of Criminal

Procedure, and Federal Rules of Evidence. Throughout the text, the reader will have the opportunity

to work with e-discovery tools such as Discovery Attender, computer forensics tools such as

AccessData's Forensics ToolKit, as well as popular processing and review platforms such as

iConect, Concordance, and iPro. An interactive courtroom tutorial and use of Trial Director are

included to complete the litigation cycle. Multiple tools are discussed for each phase, giving the

reader a good selection of potential resources for each task. Finally , real-life examples are woven

throughout the text, revealing little talked-about potential pitfalls, as well as best practice and cost

management suggestions.
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I believe this item did arrive on time from recollection. As our teacher pointed out the book is a bit

dated but also still an excellent book full of excellent information. Computers and the law have

evolved alot in the last 15-20 years - especially after both Zubulake and Enron, World Com, and

Arthur Andersen. I will keep this well after done with the Para program and into Law School trying to

reference concepts that many I have gathered in the Legal Industry are still trying to grasp with.

Even if Not going to take the class along with the book - still very useful info for anyone going into

Electronic Discovery - even for attorneys. 5 stars

I really enjoyed this book. It has a lot of information packed into it, but it is all useful information

without the filler that is found in so many. The layout is nice, which I appreciate. It has a lot of

images/charts/etc and separators and margins that are a little bit wide to write brief notes in (not

extremely wide, but the text is not to the edge of the page). It makes it much easier to read that



way.The information was quite helpful. There is a lot of terminology in this book, but the author uses

examples of cases to explain how the different laws came about, and is very detailed and

descriptive of the different court terminology.I would definitely recommend this book. I will be

keeping it after school, and especially due to its thin size, it will be even easier to keep.

I've been a litigation paralegal for 20 years and I consider this book the "Holy Grail" regarding

e-discovery for any new attorney and/or paralegal. It's a must-buy/read.

This book was absolutely terrible. I spent more time reading outside resources because the material

covered in the book is not adequate. I'm very happy I rented this book for my class and did not buy

it. Terrible book, don't waste your money

It's a good book with lots of information concerning ediscovery. It makes a differentiation between

ediscovery and digital forensics. Good book to have for those interested in the field.

can not use this this book in the kindle because it does not come with the DVD downloads that are

important for the project. I am very upset !!! with no way to contact the seller

Very well written book. Very well organized and very clear instructions - no fluff!

Its not really useful to me. My schoolwork requires the dvd and its not included.
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